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- Galaxy A71 spotted on Geekbench, Android 10 confirmed [2]
- Android 10 release date teased for September 3 [3]
- Redmi K20 Pro Android 10 Beta Programme Announced in India, Registrations Open Till September 8 [5]
- Huawei To Release 2 New Smartphones With Licensed Android Versions [6]
- Android warning: Google Play Store alert about popular apps hiding nasty secret [7]
- 14 new and notable Android apps from the last two weeks including SHAREit Lite, SpotWidget, and Magic: The Gathering Companion (8/17/19 - 8/31/19) [8]
5 Android apps you shouldn't miss this week! - Android Apps Weekly [9]

- Mi TVs starts receiving Android TV 9.0 update [10]

- How to reset your 'direct share' targets on Android after Messages hijacks them [11]

- Lenovo rolls out new IdeaPad laptops, Chromebooks, budget Android tablets [12]

- Samsung Galaxy M30s key specs confirmed through Android Enterprise listing [13]
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